
Arugga will optimize greenhouse vegetable farming by introducing  
autonomous robots to treat and monitor every individual plant in the greenhouse.

Global Greenhouse Farming Challenges
In the fast-growing market of greenhouse vegetables labour costs are 30-50%  of expenses, and growers  
lose ~20% of revenues annually (~$20B in tomatoes alone) due to:

  • pests and disease  • failure to accurately predict yield  
   • unavailability of labour • inability to micro-manage environmental conditions  

 
Pollination
Pollination of tomato and other greenhouse vegetables is typically performed  
using commercially produced bumblebee hives. Not only is the cost high in  
many countries, but bees spread viruses, they are sensitive to environmental  
conditions and pesticides, and commercial hives are banned or otherwise  
unavailable in several countries (e.g. Australia, where pollination must be  
performed manually).

Our Solutions
Arugga’s autonomous ground robots will treat and monitor every plant in the 
greenhouse. Our first focus is in greenhouse tomato farming, comprising more 

than 35% of greenhouse crops, and specifically pollination. With AI-based vision 
and proprietary mechanical system the robot replicates buzz pollination. 

Our next treatment modules, such as non-contact pruning, yield prediction and early pest 
and disease detection, will address issues of labor shortage and cost as well as revenue loss. 

Proven Results
In Q1 2020, Arugga successfully completed its first robot pollination trial  
in a commercial greenhouse, showing increased yields relative to bee  
pollination. To see our prototype in action, click here.

Business Model
Arugga will initially offer its pollination robots through a monthly lease. Once 
additional modules are released, the growers will be able to add them to the 
units deployed. Our patent pending technology allows for very low produc-
tion costs and high profitability. 

Commercial Partners
We are engaged in discussions with several leading greenhouse growers 
worldwide in order to explore partnerships, test our technology in com-
mercial settings, and prioritize future modules. We have signed commercial 
MoUs with several such growers in Canada, Belgium, Australia and Israel.  
Our robots are now deployed in commercial pilots in Israel and Australia.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DmdESU6Q7F7xdP6RfgmDg3I3-4Rr-SGN/view?usp=sharing
https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2020-07-08/pollinating-robot-trial-starts-in-australian-tomato-greenhouse/12429244
http://www.arugga.com

